
We surveyed 50+ clients nationwide to learn in-depth about how having 
a dedicated Reconciliation Specialist to manage exceptions has impacted 

their business. The numbers shared here are the results of this survey. 

B Y  T H E  N U M B E R S

Detect fraud with confidence

A majority of survey respondents reported they’re very or extremely 
confident in their ability to detect fraud or suspicious activity.
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Partner with a bank and save thousands

A majority of customers were previously paying monthly fees and wire fees.
With a bank partnership, customers save an average of $54,000* on bank 
fees annually. We asked clients what types of fees they were paying before 
their switch to a partner bank:

Survey respondents who switched to one of Qualia’s partner banks were able to 
substantially reduce the cost of the Reconciliation Service as well as banking fees.

*Estimates based on actual savings of Qualia Premium Plan customers receiving the Reconciliation Service through the
Bank Partnership Program exclusive to Reconciliation Service Customers. Actual cost savings may vary.

Get better service
A majority of survey respondents reported they're now more confident in 
their bank partner's ability to prioritize their wires than they were previously. 
Get a direct line to a banking expert with a dedicated title support team to
ensure closings are never delayed.

Reconcile daily & monthly 3x faster

Saved an average of 40 minutes a day 
on reconciliations

Survey respondents reported that with 
Qualia, they completed daily and 
monthly reconciliations an average of 
three times faster. Some respondents 
said they were able to save as much 
time as two hours a day.3x
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